Patient Privacy
Managed Services

TM

Enhancing Health Care IT

You need to protect your patients — and your reputation — against PHI
data breaches.
You’d like your patient privacy program to incorporate proactive privacy
audits so you can ensure unauthorized accesses don’t evolve into major
threats. You also want to ensure you’re fully prepared for a possible OCR
audit. But, you may not have the resources to accomplish these goals
alone.
Iatric Systems can help.
When you choose our Patient Privacy Managed Services™, you’ll add
skilled consultants and privacy analysts to your team. With expert
support that doesn’t break the bank, your patient privacy program will
be fully optimized.

Your PHI — Protected by technology. Verified by humans.

Patient Privacy Managed Services™

Choose the level of assistance that’s right
for you
Iatric Systems has the expertise to help you build a culture
of compliance throughout your organization and change
your patient privacy program from one that’s reactive
to one that’s instead proactive. We offer two levels of
assistance to lighten your load:
• Remote Privacy Auditing Services
• On-site Privacy Consulting Services

OCR Audit Support
In the event your organization is formally audited by the
Office of Civil Rights for HIPAA compliance, our support
includes the delivery of requested documentation pertaining
to routine auditing, documentation, and breach notification
compliance.
Key Advantages Include:
• Skilled privacy analysts dedicated to your privacy program

Achieve a Proactive Patient Privacy Program with
Privacy Auditing Services
Our privacy analysts will monitor PHI access, identify
inappropriate activity, and vet suspicious incidents for
risk prior to escalation to your staff. Our Privacy Auditing
Services include:
• Routine proactive auditing
• Confidential and VIP patient auditing
• Random user and patient auditing
• Investigation of incidents
• Incident documentation
• Breach determination and breach notification
		management
• Trend analysis and executive reporting

• Expert consultants to evaluate your privacy program
• HIPAA compliance and risk assessment
• Executive reporting and trend analysis
• OCR mock audits
• OCR audit support

For more information about Patient Privacy Managed
Services, or any of the options listed above, contact us
using the information below.

Build a Culture of Compliance with
Privacy Consulting Services
Our privacy consultants will evaluate your privacy
program, ensure that all stakeholders are included,
define deliverables, and outline program requirements.
Our Privacy Consulting Services include:
•
•
•
•
•

On-site meeting and program evaluation
Policy and procedure review
HIPAA compliance analysis and risk assessment
Awareness and training consultation
Ongoing advisory services

Ph: 978-805-4100

Fax: 978-805-4101

info@iatric.com

iatric.com
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